Overview

Many enterprise organizations have implemented a Center of Excellence (CoE) model for test data provisioning to achieve compliance, security, and overall efficiency. The COE model allows testers and developers to focus their time on testing rather than creating test data. At the same time, provisioning test data with the right volume, variety and quality to developers and testers poses one of the biggest challenges to ensuring speed of testing and deployment.

As organizations accelerate their deployments, distributed dev and test teams need the right test data quickly and easily. This can be accomplished by enabling teams to search for test data cases (G-Cases) through an easy-to-use self-service portal that also provides a simple way to request the precise test data they need.

By combining the self-service test data search and request functionality on the same powerful synthetic test data generation platform, customers using G-Portal can significantly improve team efficiency and dramatically reduce test data provisioning time.

Key Features

- Test data search, request and test data generation on a single platform
- Self-service test data search to discover existing synthetic test data projects on the GenRocket platform
- Self Service requests for new or additional test data directly from G-Portal
- Test data request workflow management (requests, status updates, communication, notification etc.)
- Obtain instruction set on how to download and generate the actual test data

Benefits

- Reduce test data provisioning cycle time by being able to find the existing test data
- Reduce or eliminate errors due to miscommunication for test data requests
- Ensure testers and developers receive test data quickly
- Track overall efficiency and workload

For information on G-Portal, please contact GenRocket sales, account management or support.